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Tournoi de Champagne.  Congratulations go to Brandon Ransley on a well deserved 3rd place at this 
popular international competition just outside Romilly sur Seine in France.  After stripping a servo gear 
in his new model during practice, Brandon decided to use his ever-faithful YS 140L powered Evolis and 
proceeded to improve his scores throughout the weekend.  Of the 38 competitors who took part, 7 were 
British although I’m not sure about Arthur Silsby who (after his exploits at the Sivry comp 3 weeks before) 
now seems to be an honorary Belgian!  See results and more photos from Romilly elsewhere in this issue.
On a personal note, this was my first time at Romilly and I thoroughly enjoyed it. Wouldn’t it be good for 
the association if we could put on a similar event here in the UK?  I was a little disappointed to be used 
only as a trainee judge but I guess I still have a lot to learn.  (It seems I had Brandon winning the round 
- sorry Brandon, I’m going to have to be tougher on you next time!!)

Electrics progress(?)  One of the  much vaunted reasons for choosing electrics over glow is “no more 
engine cuts”.  Well, after watching 2 electric models go deadstick at Romilly, one of which was an Electro 
Lazulite flown by Wolfgang Matt, I can assure you that “engine” cuts are not limited to IC engines!   
I talked to Wolfgang later and he explained that to stay within the F3A 5kg weight limit, electric models 
need to use a lower capacity battery pack than is desirable and sometimes they fail; “the LiPo pack is good 
for 30A but the motor is drawing 60A”.  He also mentioned that packs using an improved technology are 
due out any time now which should overcome this problem.

Criterium International du Hainaut - Belgium. This is another International event well supported by 
us Brits: out of 17 pilots, 5 were British.  These cross channel weekend competitions seem to end up as a 
party (see photo below) - maybe that’s why they’re so popular!

5th Centralised opened up to all classes!  Due to difficulties finding pilots for the 5th Centralised on 19th 
September it has been decided to open the competition to all classes.  This must surely be a good time to 
hone your flying skills in preparation for the GBRCAA Championships on 2nd/3rd October 2 weeks later.  
Please send your entry to Alison Harrop - fees will be at the normal domestic competition rate.

Team picked for 2005 World Champs.  The Third Centralised at Wittering was the last team selection 
event for this year and after a closely fought battle for third place in the team, the final result is: Brandon 
Ransley, Angus Balfour, Kevin Caton with Richard Howarth as 1st reserve.  Thanks to Barry Macleod and 
Ken Moss who ran the competition.

World Championships 20-28th August 2005.  The venue has now been decided as: Saint Yan (in the 
Loire valley - Southern Burgundy region of France. Since this event is relatively close and will clash with 
the 2005 BMFA Nationals, it is debatable whether there will be enough pilots/judges/organisers available 
to run a competition at the NATS.  The question is: “should we run our own Nationals event at some other 
time?”  As always, your views are 
welcome.

GBRCAA Champs Dinner.  
For all those attending the 
Championships (2nd & 3rd 
October) and are interested, there 
will be a dinner on Saturday night 
at the Royal Oak in Duddington 
(5-6 minutes from Wittering). A 
menu will be available closer to 
the time.  Please contact Alison 
Harrop to book your places before 
the deadline on Fri 10th September.  
Better still, DO IT NOW!

Alan Simmonds 
Newsletter Editor.
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A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO THE OPERATION OF
YS FUEL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Introduction
Few seasoned campaigners will need convincing of the benefits of pressurised fuel 
delivery systems when it comes to coping with the rigours of modern F3A schedules.  
As far back as the 70’s, Terry Cooper stole a march on other competitors by fitting 
his OPS 60 with a separate TK Regulator to supply fuel at positive pressure to a 
large bore aftermarket carburettor.  Not only did this provide Terry’s famous Bulldog 
design with significantly more power than the competition, but it also provided much 
greater consistency of engine performance than was common at the time.  Other 
well-recognised benefits included the ability to mount fuel tanks further back in the 
fuselage, thereby minimising the variation in CG as fuel was drawn from the tank.

Although others were quick to latch on to the advantages, it was some time before a 
reliable purpose designed aerobatic engine became widely available in the UK.  One 
of the earliest and most successful units was the YS60, a short stroke 2-cycle engine, 
used to great effect by Ken Binks and other top GBRCAA competitors back in the late 
80’s.  This used an integrated regulator to supply fuel at positive pressure to a wide 
bore butterfly style front induction carburettor.  As enduring evidence of its success, 
the same basic design is still used in the current YS 45 and 91 2 strokes, much loved 
by many helicopter pilots.  The underlying design principles were also incorporated 
into the early YS 4-strokes, and with one or two minor tweaks, still survive in the 
current 4-stroke range including the highly successful YS63, YS110 and YS140 FZ’s 
(Sport and L). 

Old hands will already be highly familiar with the operation of the YS system – a topic 
covered in previous issues of the magazine.  This article is not for you!  However as 
more top fliers migrate to the latest version of the YS140 – the DZ ‘Dingo’ – many of 
the older units will be finding their way into less experienced hands.  Set up correctly, 
most of these earlier YS designs are as close to trouble free as you can get.  But as 
with most more complex systems, it is worth investing time in getting to grips with 
the basic principles before tweaking the controls!  Sadly, it is still all too common 
for newcomers to be told to “turn the regulator adjustment this way” when they 
would be better advised to turn it in the opposite direction or not touch it at all!  This 
article therefore is mainly intended as a reference for those newcomers who wish to 
understand the basic theory which underpins the practice.

The original YS Pressurised Fuel Delivery System
As a competitor in the late 80’s I was fortunate to own several of the early YS60 2 
strokes, both rear (RE) and side (SE) exhaust.  Although they all proved to be highly 
reliable, I succumbed to temptation and stripped one of the older units down to get a 
better feel for how it operated!  A computerised version of my original freehand sketch 
is reproduced as Fig 1. 

Although originally designed for 2-strokes, the same basic principles of pressure 
regulation were also used in the early range of YS 4-strokes.  A small hole under the 

front housing of the crankcase, transferred crankcase pressure, Pc, through a non-
return valve (NRV) to the tank.  Typical operating pressure for the tank was 6 to 9 psi, 
hence the requirement to select a robust tank with a good pressure tight bung.  Fuel 
from the tank entered the bottom chamber of a 3-chamber pressure regulator before 
being admitted to a central chamber via a regulating control valve.  Fuel at regulated 
pressure Pr in the centre chamber was then fed through the main needle valve before 
entering the inlet venturi via a carefully machined “tapered metering slot” in the 
main barrel of the carburettor.  The regulated pressure Pr was preset by adjusting the 
compression of the spring sitting under the control valve, via the brass adjustment 
screw in the regulator base.  Any fall in the regulated pressure, caused the regulator 
diaphragm to move downwards, opening the control valve, and restoring the regulated 
pressure to its setpoint.

Assuming:

Pc = Crankcase/tank pressure

Pr = Regulated pressure to main needle valve/spray bar

a   = Cross sectional area of diaphragm

k  = Upwards force due to spring compression

Then at equilibrium, the forces acting on the diaphragm could be summarised 
as:

Downwards Force (Pc x a) = Upwards Force (Pr x a + k)

Expressed in a different form the equation becomes:

Regulated Pressure (Pr) = Crankcase Pressure (Pc) – k/a 

Note that in order to obtain an increase in the regulated pressure (i.e. a richer mixture) 
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it is necessary to reduce k (the spring compression) by turning the brass adjustment 
screw counter clockwise.  This is the precisely opposite to the normal operation of 
the more common form of 2 chamber pressure regulator, in which the outlet pressure 
is increased by turning the adjustment screw clockwise.  Failure to appreciate the 
difference in the operation of 3 chamber and 2 chamber regulators is one of the most 
common reasons for YS engines being set up incorrectly!

Most of these earlier engines were delivered with the regulators “factory set” and had 
no form of separate slow running adjustment other than the throttle stop itself.  In 
practice however, it was often necessary to make small adjustments to the regulator 
setting to alter the slow speed mixture through a small increase or decrease in the 
regulated pressure (Pr).  This in turn caused a small variation in the high-speed mixture 
and a little bit of iteration was sometimes required to get the engines fully dialled in.  
However once properly set up and operated, the system was virtually trouble free and 
it was common for users to go for a full season without needing any adjustments to the 
fuel settings.

In later designs of YS 4-stoke, a small adjusting screw was incorporated in the end 
of the throttle barrel to further improve the operation of earlier designs by providing 
a separate adjustment for slow/mid speed running.  In practice this operated as an air 
bleed, with the valve being turned clockwise to richen and counter clockwise to lean 
out the low speed mixture (i.e. opposite effect to the high speed needle).  In these later 
designs, the brass regulator screw was “genuinely” factory set (approximately flush 
with the regulator housing) and was best left in that position!

Enter the YS 140 DZ “Dingo”
In 2002, to cater for the ever-increasing requirements for top-level performance, YS 
introduced the new YS140 Dingo.  This differed from all previous YS engines in using 
direct fuel injection into the cylinder head and a positive displacement pump as the 
means of fuel transport.  The operation of the Dingo pump mechanism was covered in 
detail in Keith Jackson’s excellent article in GBRCAA May/June 2003 Magazine.  For 
completeness, a simplified version of Keith’s sketch is shown in Fig 2 below:

In the “Dingo”, the regulated pressure to the needle valve assembly is controlled by 
adjusting the amount of “kickback” from the delivery to the suction of the positive 
displacement pump.  Turning the Brass Adjustment Screw clockwise, decreases the 
amount of kickback and increases the delivery pressure thus richening the mixture 
(i.e. the opposite effect to the earlier pressurised tank designs!)  Note also, that when 
filling the tank it is possible to pass fuel straight through the pump and its inlet and 
outlet NRV’s into the needle valve assembly.  Hence the need to avoid engine flooding 
by blocking or disconnecting the pump suction line when refuelling the tank.  (In the 
earlier designs – see Fig 1 - loss of crankcase pressure with the engine stopped caused 
the control valve to move upwards effectively blocking the delivery from the tank.)

Summary 
For those less keen on theory, the correct means of adjusting YS engines can be 
summarised as follows:

ENGINE 
TYPE

REGULATOR 
SCREW

LO SPEED 
NEEDLE

HI SPEED 
NEEDLE

2-Strokes

Counter clockwise to 
richen and vice versa.  
(Small adjustments 
only).

Not fitted
Counter clockwise 
to richen and vice 
versa.  

Early 4-strokes

Counter clockwise to 
richen and vice versa.  
(Small adjustments 
only).

Not fitted Counter clockwise 
to richen and versa.  

Later 4-strokes
Leave factory set.  
(Flush with regulator 
body)

Clockwise to 
richen and vice 
versa.

Counter clockwise 
to richen and versa.  

�40DZ “Dingo” Clockwise to richen 
and versa.

See Regulator 
Adjustment

Counter clockwise 
to richen and versa.  

Properly set up, YS fuel delivery systems are amongst the most reliable available.  I 
hope that this short article will be of some help – particularly to beginners - in aligning 
the theory with the practice and helping them get the best from their equipment.  

The pulsating delivery from piston operated positive displacement pumps means that 
their delivery pressure is notoriously difficult to regulate.  Despite the undoubted 
success of the 140 “Dingo”, rumours are already circulating that the soon to be 
introduced 160DZ will incorporate yet further improvements to the pump control 
system.  Don’t be too surprised if the Table needs an additional row including in the 
not too distant future.  Watch this space!

Bob Wasson
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New Products
Here is a new All Composite, painted in the mould F�A model at an affordable price.  
Made in Hong Kong by Composite-ARF Co. Ltd and available from a number of UK 
outlets, the Impact is sure to be turning up at UK competitions in the near future.  There 
are 2 versions available:

• Impact Scheme (as picture) €899 (about £603)

• White/Red (white with red under the wings & tail) €739 (and that’s about £496 !!) 
(prices quoted on their website include 16% German VAT)

Composite-ARF Co., Ltd. 
�5th Floor, Tern Centre, Tower�, 

2�7 Queens Road Central, Hong Kong 
Phone: +852 2�5�-9085 Fax: +852 2854-0858

http://www.composite-arf.com/ar/Catalog?cat=27
Specification:

Wingspan: �92 cm  
Length: �99.5 cm  
Weight: 4.4 - 5 kg  
Power: glow 2- and 4-stroke gasoline engines  
and of course, HACKER 50 Electric. 

Description:
Based on lots of experience with our successful Revolution Pro we have developed a 
new pattern plane. Several competition flyers helped to develop the IMPACT, suggesting 
all the improvements done to the airframe. The flying characteristics are improved to the 
point that we and all who were involved in this new design say: It is the best flying pattern 
plane, it’s truly an impact! Well, there is the name... 

But not only the incredible flying characteristics based on aerodynamics and extreme 

composite light weight structures will make this plane very popular. It is the price, 
which will be an impact on the market, too. Getting rid of all the fancy stuff, the perfect 
engineering of this airframe allows us to produce fast and very cost effective. We 
reduced the included hardware to just the most necessary items, since we learned that 
you anyway have your own preferences to build your contest planes. So the IMPACT 
is actually a parts kit, brilliantly painted in the molds, but gives you individual choices in 
it’s setup, as well as lots of room for modifications. Building time still is very little, since a 
great instruction manual guides you through every step, following our suggestions and 
giving you different choices. Electric power, Two- and Four Stroke glow power or one of 
those new small gasoline engines will be your choice. 

Here is a list of improvements and milestones: 

- Reduced wing span. The wings were clipped at the root about 40 mm. So the total 
wingspan adds up to �92 cm. The weight and labour consuming fillets are gone. So the 
plane carries less wing which improves the snaps and increases the wing loading for 
windy conditions. 

- Raised turtledeck. It improves the knife edge performance and increases the strength in 
the area behind the canopy. 

- New belly pan design. It makes the fuselage remarkably lighter and assembly 
easier. Still great access to engine and pipe. The whole front end’s width is enlarged. 
It also allows to mount the gear lower and to use the entire space inside the fuselage 
very individually for many different engine setups, for instance gasoline engines or 
electric. CNC-milled separation boards are included in the kit to create individual pipe 
compartments. 

- New rudder: a small counter balance surface was added to the rudder, which improves 
the knife edge capabilities even more. 

- Fiberglass canopy instead of clear canopy. This makes it again lighter. The fancy clear 
canopy is ”useless” anyway, so we save about �00 gram by doing the complete frame in 
light fiberglass. 

- Flex-hinges on the flying surfaces are responsible for perfect aiflow and straight 
tracking. There is no way that a wing could be any lighter. Carbon wing tube and carbon 
anti rotation pins are additional weight savings. 

- Finally you already know that our planes are painted in the molds, so that you will not 
have to add a single gram to the finish. The scheme shown is the “impact scheme”, we 
will have a plain white one with red bottom wings and stabs available, too. 

Our IMPACT will truly be an “impact”! Get your hands on one, and you will never change 
back to anything else. 

The two photos above show the white & red version (ready to apply trim or paint) and the CNC 
machined “easy-to-assemble” carbon faced ply gear mount.
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Ikarus Shock-flyer
By Neil Scratchley

Although these planes aren’t pattern planes I thought it worth doing a quick article on them as 
everyone who has seen mine fly wants to know the set up so they can get one as well. I have let 
many people fly and crash my Shock-flyer but it keeps coming back for more. These planes are 
certainly the must haves at the moment. 

My set up is as follows:
Plane  Edge also available as an Extra or Super Star
Motor  Typhoon Micro 6/20
Speed controller Tsunami 10 brushless controller
Servos  3 x Hitec HS-55
Receiver  GWS 4ch
Prop  GWS 8 x 4.3
Battery  2s1p 340Mah Lithium Polymer
The weight comes out at about 205grams

Each flight lasts about 5 mins but it can prop hang easily for most of that time. The plane itself 
gives you lots of confidence as its not going to do too much damage if it either hits the ground 
or even yourself. I have found it repairs easily using foam safe cyano or the tape provided with 
the kit. The motor in mine is actually held in with only tape at the moment after it got knocked 
off at Romilly a couple of weeks ago. The props are just pushed onto the motor shaft it seems 
crude but it works really well I haven’t had a prop come of yet. On a safety note the batteries 
must only be charged on a charger suitable for lithium Polymer batteries these batteries can 
be dangerous if mistreated or abused. This set up is only one of many different combinations I 
chose this set up, as I wanted a good 3D set up but not at any expense.

The reason I decided to get one of these exciting little planes is to get used to the lithium 
polymer batteries, as this is potentially the way forward for pattern. I have in fact just ordered 
a Hacker motor for my next pattern plane. Hopefully for the next newsletter I will have some 
more information on the electric pattern set up I will be using. In the meantime I think these 
planes will be extremely popular I can’t wait to see the first person that can fly the F03 schedule 
with one.

Most of the parts are available from Overlander or Hillcott Electronics with most model shops 
starting to get the shockfliers available as well. I think Ansa model supplies also do a complete 
setup but it is a little different from mine.

Regards Neil

P.S. I look forward to see what Sam’s electric setup is in comparison to mine.

OXALYS Classic Kevlar/carbon - Carbon fix gear 
Wing span (m) :  ??
Length (m) :  ??
Wing area (dm²) :  ??
Weight (kg) : 4.4 kg 
Engine (cc) : �40/�60 + ELECTRO 
NEW F�A plane of Christophe Paysant le roux. More infos and pictures 
soon........... The kit is availlable in 2 versions: one piece wing or 2 pieces wings!!!. 
INTRODUCTORY PRICING: 890 €.. UNTIL the 31 AUGUST 2004. 

New from ZNLINE
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Bedford Results
Pos. Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Total

Masters
� Barry Macleod 4�7 4�2.5 422 859
2 Bill Michie �6� 4�6 42� 8�9
� Brian Hoare 400.5 4�9.5 �7� 820
4 Ken Moss �57.5 �95.5 409.5 805
5 Alistair Michie �62.5 4�7 �8�.5 798.5
6 Adrian Harrison �76 �68 �47.5 744
7 Greg Butterworth ��7 �62.5 ��8.5 70�
8 Andy Waterhouse 420 �98 0 6�8

Senior
� Garry Peacock �40 �02 ��2.5 652.5
2 Neil Scratchley ��2.5 �27 ��2.5 6�9.5
� Andy Prime 25�.5 256 294.5 550.5

Standard
� Clive Grisold 242 24� 262.5 505.5
2 Geoff Ellis �86.5 242 258 500
� Alan Connelly �67 2�4.5 225.5 440
4 Chris Andrews �96.5 2�7.5 2�9 4�6.5
5 Keith Baker 208 2�7.5 2�8.5 4�6
6 Richard Le Mare �82 �94.5 209 40�.5
7 Stuart Turrell �77 208.5 �22.5 �85.5
8 Steve Walker �6�.5 �8�.5 �87 �68.5
9 Mel Garlick �58.5 �� 0 �89.5

Sportsman
� Eugene Anker ��0 �2�.5 �25.5 249
2 Ryan Prime 80.5 99 ��0 229

Bedford Competition - 6th June 2004
With record entries for Bedford of 22 flyers and the weather being kind to us, it was 
essential to have an early start (9.00am) to complete � rounds.

Standard - Keith Baker started first, all standard pilots flew well with exceptional flying 
from Chris Grisold who gained promotion points in every round and came first in this 
class.  It should not take long for him to be a Senior pilot.  2nd place went to Geoff Ellis 
who also received promotion scores; �rd place going to Alan Connelly who narrowly 
missed a promotion score on his last round.

Sportsman - Eugene Anker and Ryan Prime flew in their first competition and both 
received good scores; I am sure we will see them again.

Senior - Garry Peacock was �st followed closely by Neil Scratchley in 2nd place. �rd 
place went to Andy Prime who has just returned to flying after a long absence.

Masters - Barry Macleod easily took first place with some excellent flying; 2nd place 
Bill Michie & �rd place Brian Hoare.

It was nice to see Greg Butterworth competing again also.  Andy Waterhouse who had 
engine problems in the 2nd round and dropped out of the �rd. Nevertheless he had a 
superb looking Smaragd.

My thanks to judges George Drever and Steve Birchall, also Richard Christopher who 
judged Standard & Sportsman classes.  Also thanks to scorers Jane Garlick and my 
wife Pat who also ran the raffle.

We finished at approx 6pm after � goods rounds and hopefully we will see you all again 
next year.

Brian.
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Skelbrooke Competition - 27th June 2004
Position Name RD 1 RD 2 RD 3 Total

FAI
1 SAM WRAGG �88 �82 472 860

Masters
1 BARRY MACLEOD �55.5 �9� �9� 786
2 BRIAN HOARE �4� ��9.5 682.5
3 STUART MELLOR �45.5 277 296 64�.5
4 KEN MOSS 276 ��5.5 �02.5 6�8
5 GERRY SCOTHERN �0�.5 277.5 ��0.5 6�4

Seniors
1 ANDY PRIME 24� �96 298 54�
2 IAN PILTON �64 204 249 45�
3 ASHLEY HOYLAND �84 22� 2�8.5 44�.5
4 MARTYN UTTLEY �80 �8�.5 2�7 400.5
5 MICK BINNERSLEY �78.5 �80 �6�.5 �58.5

Standard
1 CLIVE GRISOLD 2�9 227 �88.5 466
2 CHRIS ANDREWS �46 �95 204.5 �99.5
3 ANDREW MEEK �9� �9� �9�.5 �84.5
4 TOM BOOTYMAN �88.5 �72 �60.5
5 RICHARD LEMARE �42 �8� �66 �47

Sportsman
1 RYAN PRIME 94 �24 �0� 227

June Skelbrooke competition
(or re-titled- Should I stop eating the beans?)

Well, after hurricane Donny hit us in April, I was hoping for some decent weather in 
June. Of course I hadn’t reckoned on it being halfway through Wimbledon fortnight!

With an entry of 22(!) I went off on two excursions via work just before the comp W/E. Sue 
(my wife) said that the phone had been red hot on the two nights and refused to answer it on the 
Saturday as she said it was pointless as it will be for you anyway. I finally ended up with 16, all 
set for a healthy competition.

The patch was now full operational, having been increased to double its original size over the 
winter period, now 110m square. The only problem is that a newcomer to Skelbrooke village 
(veteran of 6 months!) has decided that he doesn’t like model aircraft and complained about the 
noise. In the end it was an IMAC pair of models causing the problem, now removed from the 
club. However, the farm manager has put a restriction on where we can fly so now it is facing 
west, anyone guess the two problems?

Well, the pilots just got on with the job despite the 90 degree crosswind and once again Sam 
Wragg opened up the flying. Not exactly what we were used to from Sam but set the tone, 
quickly followed by Stuart Mellor. Not being sure that he was flying I had not included him on 
the flying order so in he went in first!! Brian Hoare should have been first up but he was feeling 
a bit flat after having 4 (yes, read four!) tyres replaced whilst travelling on the M62. At the cost 
of a very good kit, Brian was not in the mood when he arrived, eventually.

The conditions were affecting everyone and Barry Macleod found that he could get a ‘3’ at the 
front of one of his scores!

In Senior, Andy Prime set the pace flying his Explorer V90, an ARTF for, as the name suggests, 
a 91 size engine. Flew well, posting the highest score in the first round. Another ‘wildcard’ entry, 
(read that as reserve list member) was Ian Pilton. Ian struggled in the first round but eventually 
took second place.

Andrew Meek showed promise in Sportsman last year and is now competing in Standard. With 
a string of 190’s, he must have thought he was in with a chance of repeating his first place at 
Mansfield but it was not to be. Clive Grisold had two promotional scores to take first, with John 
Mee trainee, Chris Andrews, taking second.

Prime the Younger, alias Ryan, was all on his own in Sportsman. After the loss of his model 
earlier in the week, Ryan flew extremely well with his Lark, scoring a 124 on the second round. 
Well done Ryan, keep listening to your Dad and we’ll see you again.

The results table says the rest, leaving me just to thank the Judges, Pete and Dave (as usual) and 
to Sam and Ken Moss for the middle Standard and Sportsman round of judging.

The competitors had a good day and I did too. I must admit that I was considering having a year 
off next year, much to the dismay of your Editor. However, during the competition, I realised 
what a buzz you get from seeing others having a good time so on for September and next year as 
well.

Steve Dunning CD

Good man Steve, you know it makes sense! Ed.
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Pete Tindal’s Airplanes
Smooth Operator Evolution Smoke System

PTA Control System

PROFILMPROFILM
Largest selection & best 

prices in the UK
Any length, cut from the 

roll

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM
750 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£15.50

2 – 750 x 3 mm  thin walled carbon tubes
10 – high spec ends threaded 2mm
5 – lightweight bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
5 – 2 mm ball links
5 – 2 mm clevises
NEW LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM

£15
750 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:
2 – 750 x 3 mm  thin walled carbon tubes
10 – high spec ends threaded 3mm
5 – lightweight bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
250 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£14
5     - 250 x 6 mm carbon tubes
10  -  high spec ends threaded 3 mm
5     - bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
750 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£15
2     - 750 x 6 mm carbon tubes
10  -  high spec ends threaded 3 mm
5   -  bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
1000 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£16
2    - 1000 x 6 mm carbon tubes
10  -  high spec ends threaded 3 mm
5    - bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
Available separately:
10  - high spec threaded 3 mm ends (suit 6 mm tube) £6.80
10  - high spec threaded 3 mm ends (suit 3 mm tube) £6.80
10  - high spec threaded 2 mm ends (suit 3 mm tube) £6.80
5   - bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns £4.50
5   - bolt through sculptured lightweight aluminium control horns £4.50
3 mm closed loop horn set complete with all cable & fittings £5.40
Second Generation Radio Active
Long single sided servo arms – 5 off  (black – Futaba / white –JR) £2

Second Generation Radio Active
Long double sided servo arms – (rudder) – 4 off  (black – Futaba / white –JR) £2.80

10  -  3 mm clevises £4
10  -  3mm ball links complete with nuts and bolts £5.50
5   -    3mm quick links    +     5  -   3mm ball links £4.75
Triangular plastic baseplate type fully adjustable horns – best quality – 5 off £3
6 mm carbon tubes available separately  5 x 250 £4
 2 x 750 £4.60
 2 x 1000 £5.20
3 mm carbon tubes 2 x 750 £4.20

Realistic post and packing charges relating to order (minimum of 75p)
Mobile: 07956 469639       Tel and Fax: 01268 548798

“Woodside”, 20 Denehurst Gardens, Langdon Hills, Essex SS16 6TX
e mail: airplanes@petetindal.freeserve.co.uk

www.petetindal.co.uk
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Members Adverts
Members may place private adverts in this section free of charge. 

For Sale
 • For Sale 

Synergy and Loaded Dice IIs for sale 
Contact Ken Moss - 0�270 76��68

Weekend 1 Weekend 2 Weekend 3 Weekend 4 Weekend 5

July

3/4
Triple Crown - Ireland 
(Venue TBA)

11
4th Centralised - Glenrothes
FAI (P-05)
Entries to Alison Harrop

Warboys
All Classes
CD: Clive Whitwood

10/11 Model Expo 2004
NEC - Birmingham

18
Baldock - N. Herts
All Classes
CD: Greg Butterworth

24/25
LARKS
All Classes
CD: Brandon Ransley

August

1 8
Ashbourne
All Classes
CD: Brian Hoare

15 22 28/29/30
BMFA Nationals
Barkston Heath
CD: Sam Wragg

September
5
Skelbrooke
All Classes
CD: Steve Dunning

12 19
5th Centralised - Phoenix MFC
London Colney (St Albans)
NOW OPEN TO ALL CLASSES
Entries to Alison Harrop

26

October 2/3 GBRCAA Championships
Venue TBA

10 17 24 31

Note: Please don’t forget if your competition is not booked through the Alison 
Harrop, the Competition Secretary, it’s not an official GBRCAA comp.

CD’s: Please contact me with your certificate requirements 
at least one week before the competition Ed.

GBRCAA 2004 Competition Calendar Issue 4 July 2004

NEW 

DATE

GBRCAA Newsletter Advertising Rates 2004

Price Per Page

Pages Discount % B&W Colour

¼ 0 £6.00 £10.00

½ 0 £10.00 £16.00

1 0 £15.00 £20.00

2 5 £14.25 £19.00

3 �0 £13.50 £18.00

4 �5 £12.75 £17.00

5 20 £12.00 £16.00

6 25 £11.25 £15.00

7 �0 £10.50 £14.00

8 �5 £9.75 £13.00

9 40 £9.00 £12.00

10 or more 45 £8.25 £11.00

Discount rates are based on total pages (B&W + Colour)

20-29th European Championships - Alcochete Lisboa Portugal
Website: www.fpam.pt/ecf3a04
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Hi Alan,

A few snapshots of my new plane for 2004 - a Synergy built and finished by Probuild. 

The model incorporates a 3 piece wing, consisting of a small central section (the width of the 
fuselage) and two “normal” wing panels all held together on a carbon wing joiner. This system 
eliminates the need for removing the underbelly and pipe (reducing wear and tear) and makes 
assembly and dismantling far quicker and easier.

The flying surfaces are all glassed, painted and lacquered.

I’m not sure how many hours, or how many colouring pens I used, but isn’t it difficult to create 
a colour scheme that is different from others? I am pleased with the end result and extremely 
grateful that there was someone talented enough to mask and paint it to such a high standard for 
me! As lovely as the Angel’s Shadow is, it’ll be nice to turn up at a competition with something 
different to everyone else.

More importantly I find the Synergy flies better than 
my Angels Shadow (which itself was and still is an 
excellent aeroplane).

The model is equipped with YS 140DZ, Asano pipe 
and header.

Not sure if it can be seen clearly here, but the 
propeller is a work of art in itself.

Regards,

Richard C.

Letters to the EditorContest Directors
Alison Harrop
133 Longdown Road
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 4QR
Tel: 01260 279227

Bob Ailles
67 Wilson Avenue
Rochester
Kent
ME1 2SH
Tel: 01634 849101
Email:  judge@gbrcaa.org

Brian Ball
73 Greenfield Road
Flitton
Bedfordshire
MK45 5DJ
Tel: 01525 712599

Brian Hoare
27 Forest Road
Winsford, Cheshire
CW7 2RE
Tel: 01606 861793
Email: 
briansairstrip@aol.com

Brandon Ransley
The Granary
Tunnel Hill Mews
Knock Lane
Blisworth, Northampton
NN7 3DA
Tel: 01604 879263
Email: 
bwr@howes-percival.co.uk

Clive Whitwood
7, Wheatsheaves
Sawtry
Huntington
Cambridgeshire
PE17 5NG
Tel: 01487 832195

Dave Matthias
8 Addison Square
Widnes
Cheshire
WA8 7DF
Tel: 0151 424 3738

Elliot Balfour
51 Braefoot Avenue
Milngavie
Glasgow
G62 6JS
Tel: 0141 584 9609

George Drever
12 Green End
Stretham
Ely
Cambridgeshire
CB6 3LE
Tel: 01353 648360

Greg Butterworth
27 The Green
Steeple Morden
Royston
Herts
SG8 0ND
Tel: 01763 853318

Richard Christopher,
The Firs, Malthouse Lane,
Smannell,
Andover,
Hampshire,
SP11 6JD.
Tel: 01264 355585

Sam Wragg
65 Stanley Road
Chapeltown
Sheffield
S35 2XS
Tel: 0114 246 4031

Steve Dunning
10 Pinefield Road
Barnby Dun
Doncaster
DN3 1QT
Tel: 01302 886279

Stuart Mellor
84 Holymoor Road, Holy-
moorside, Chesterfield, 
Derbyshire, S42 7DX.   
Tel:  01246  568043  
Email: secretary@gbrcaa.
org
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1st Centralised Wittering - 25 April 04
P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule

Name Pos. Final Total Rnd 1 Norm Rnd 2 Norm Rnd 3 Norm
Brandon Ransley � 2000.000 5�6.00 �000.00 557.00 �000.00 555.00 �000.00

Angus Balfour 2 �897.524 500.00 9�2.84 522.00 9�7.�6 5��.00 960.�6

Richard Howarth � �842.778 500.50 9��.77 0.00 0.00 504.50 909.0�

Kevin Caton 4 �820.2�0 486.00 906.72 487.50 875.22 507.00 9��.5�

Richard Christopher 5 �799.49� �4�.50 640.86 496.50 89�.�8 504.00 908.��

John Harrop 6 �787.9�2 474.00 884.�� 477.00 856.�7 50�.50 90�.60

Sam Wragg 7 �547.�95 4�4.50 77�.�2 427.50 767.50 429.50 77�.87

Malcolm Balfour 8 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Richard Hirst 8 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2nd Centralised Ashbourne - 16 May 04
P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule

Name Pos. Final Total Rnd 1 Norm Rnd 2 Norm Rnd 3 Norm
Brandon Ransley � 2000.000 544.67 �000.00 54�.00 �000.00 57�.�� �000.00

Angus Balfour 2 �87�.�87 5�5.00 945.5� 50�.�� 926.95 5�0.00 927.65

Richard Howarth � �760.�52 472.67 867.8� 480.67 885.2� 500.00 875.�5

Kevin Caton 4 �752.884 464.67 85�.�2 488.�� 899.�2 487.67 85�.56

Richard Christopher 5 �70�.495 447.00 820.69 465.00 856.�5 484.00 847.�4

John Harrop 6 �624.200 455.�� 8�5.99 42�.�� 775.94 450.�� 788.2�

Sam Wragg 7 �5�4.558 4�2.�� 757.04 4��.�� 757.52 424.67 74�.29

Arthur Silsby 8 ��50.006 �55.00 65�.77 �76.�� 69�.06 �75.�� 656.94

Richard Hirst 9 0.000 444.00 0.00 48�.67 0.00 492.�� 0.00

Malcolm Balfour 9 0.000 4�8.67 0.00 455.00 0.00 470.�� 0.00

3rd Centralised Wittering - 20 June 04
P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule

Name Pos. Final Total Rnd 1 Norm Rnd 2 Norm Rnd 3 Norm
Brandon Ransley � 2000.000 5�7.00 �000.00 570.00 �000.00 56�.50 �000.00

Angus Balfour 2 �895.886 505.00 940.4� 502.00 880.70 5�6.50 955.48

Kevin Caton � �875.04� 5��.50 952.5� 5�7.50 907.89 5�8.00 922.5�

Keith Jackson 4 �86�.545 50�.50 9��.89 495.50 869.�0 522.00 929.65

Richard Howarth 5 �799.7�5 470.50 876.�6 499.50 876.�2 5�8.50 92�.42

John Harrop 6 �784.445 470.50 876.�6 478.00 8�8.60 5�0.00 908.28

Richard Christopher 7 �784.�27 480.00 89�.85 497.50 872.8� 500.00 890.47

Arthur Silsby 8 �528.65� �9�.00 728.�2 �7�.50 655.26 449.50 800.5�

Richard Hirst 9 0.000 448.50 0.00 42�.50 0.00 50�.00 0.00

Team Selection for 2005 - Final Standings
P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule P-05 Schedule

Name Pos. Final Total Rnd 1 Norm Rnd 2 Norm Rnd 3 Norm
Brandon Ransley � �000.000 2000.00 �000.00 2000.00 �000.00 2000.00 �000.00

Angus Balfour 2 28��.299 �897.52 948.76 �87�.�9 9�6.59 �895.89 947.94

Kevin Caton � 2724.079 �820.2� 9�0.�2 �752.88 876.44 �875.04 9�7.52

Richard Howarth 4 270�.4�� �842.78 92�.�9 �760.�5 880.�8 �799.74 899.87

Richard Christopher 5 264�.657 �799.49 899.75 �70�.50 85�.75 �784.�� 892.�6

John Harrop 6 2598.289 �787.9� 89�.97 �624.20 8�2.�0 �784.45 892.22

Sam Wragg 7 �5�0.877 �547.20 77�.60 �5�4.56 757.28 0.00 0.00

Arthur Silsby 8 �4�9.��0 0.00 0.00 ��50.0� 675.00 �528.65 764.��

Richard Hirst 9 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Malcolm Balfour 9 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Tournoi de Champagne, (Romilly) - Results
Clt Noms Nat. V1 V1/1000 V2 V2/1000 V3 V3/1000 Total
1 Marco BENINCASA ITA 561.78 1000 550.7 994.91 558.03 1000 2000
2 Wolfgang MATT LIE 548.32 976.05 553.52 1000 302.2 541.55 1976.05
3 Brandon RANSLEY GBR 524.75 934.08 538.96 973.69 547.85 981.75 1955.44
4 Stéphane CARRIER FRA 0 0 536.25 968.8 541.58 970.51 1939.31
5 Philippe MARQUET BEL 519.07 923.98 524.31 947.23 528.23 946.6 1893.82
6 Florent ROCHEDIEU FRA 505.48 899.79 513.1 926.97 527.52 945.32 1872.29
7 Christian HANS BEL 521.41 928.14 504 910.54 518.58 929.31 1857.45
8 Andréa BRESCI ITA 476.24 847.74 524.16 946.96 505.03 905.02 1851.98
9 Patrick DRACK SUI 505.28 899.42 524.05 946.76 500.49 896.88 1846.19

10 Bernhard SCHADEN SUI 517.63 921.42 510.74 922.71 514.95 922.8 1845.51
11 Kevin CATON GBR 500.37 890.69 499.45 902.31 514.19 921.43 1823.73
12 Nick SCHÄDLER LIE 482.19 858.33 501.5 906.01 511.57 916.73 1822.74
13 Angus BALFOUR GBR 507.5 903.39 500.93 904.99 507.05 908.64 1813.63
14 Marc RUBIN SUI 502.05 893.69 499.64 902.65 499.88 895.79 1798.44
15 Gérard WERION BEL 491.89 875.6 505.1 912.51 493.04 883.53 1796.04
16 Yves VAN GOMPEL BEL 474.61 844.84 501.42 905.88 484.81 868.78 1774.66
17 Shane ROBINSON IRL 472.66 841.36 476.2 860.31 494.81 886.71 1747.02
18 Bert DELAERE BEL 481.52 857.14 484.99 876.19 482.47 864.59 1740.77
19 Richard HOWARTH GBR 490.83 873.72 455.27 822.5 482.61 864.84 1738.56
20 John-William HARROP GBR 464.4 826.67 494.79 893.89 470.88 843.83 1737.73
21 Sylvain PASINI SUI 483.36 860.42 474.75 857.68 472.99 847.6 1718.1
22 David REYMOND FRA 441.13 785.24 493.84 892.18 459.9 824.14 1716.32
23 Frank HEITMANN GER 465.19 828.07 469.93 848.98 479.17 858.69 1707.66
24 Franck PONGNAN FRA 12.43 22.13 487.59 880.88 458.73 822.06 1702.94
25 Martin LÜTHI SUI 470.37 837.29 478.59 864.62 457.43 819.72 1701.91
26 Richard CHRISTOPHER GBR 484.53 862.49 457.8 827.07 467.84 838.37 1700.86
27 Vincent ROCHEDIEU FRA 472.6 841.25 438.83 792.8 478.9 858.19 1699.44
28 Jean-Christian MICHEL FRA 450.43 801.79 457.75 826.97 461.13 826.36 1653.33
29 Patrick LEMONNIER FRA 443.89 790.15 312.85 565.19 476.12 853.21 1643.35
30 Niall O’SULLIVAN IRL 460.91 820.44 417.15 753.62 455.39 816.06 1636.51
31 Günter GALLINAT GER 482.46 858.81 423.98 765.97 381.07 682.89 1624.78
32 Haijo BERENDSE NED 450.62 802.14 436.52 788.62 424.67 761.02 1590.75
33 Walter MARTIG SUI 462.05 822.48 422.38 763.08 411.91 738.15 1585.56
34 Jean-Pierre ROSSIER FRA 447.82 797.16 413.87 747.7 0 0 1544.86
35 Arthur SILSBY GBR 401.41 714.54 405.41 732.42 437.04 783.19 1515.61
36 Paul HOULIAN IRL 413.62 736.28 390.2 704.94 391.23 701.09 1441.22
37 Paul GOURGUE FRA 282.54 502.94 281.48 508.53 0 0 1011.46
38 Jérome SAVIOZ SUI 464.17 826.25 51.25 92.6 0 0 918.84

No, it’s not Richard Christopher in the box - It’s just Richard’s model!  This novel coffin shaped 
model box houses Richard’s Synergy complete with U/C.  Now, all it needs is arms so you don’t 
need to remove the wings, an electric golf cart to tow it to the runway... Mike Lumb would be proud!
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Above: Irish team Paul Houlihan, Shane Robinson and Niall O’Sullivan
Below: Paul Houlihan with his attractive Captain Model

Above: Brandon bravely flys the flag at Romilly on the eve of the England v France match.

Below: CPLR’s new model on the ZN-Line stand at Romilly (note the small rudder).
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RC AEROBATICS
2.Leonard Cheshire Close. Heanor. Derbyshire. DE75 7PB

Tel No - 01773 770892       Fax No - 01773 770892
Mobile No - 07770921479

E-Mail - Sales@RC-aerobatics.co.uk

Web Site -  WWW.RC-AEROBATICS.CO.UK

RC-AEROBATICS BUILDING FOR YOUR SUCCESS !

RC-AEROBATICS are proud to announce that we are the sole UK ZN 
LINE distributor.

We at RC-AEROBATICS treat every customer as an individual and 
provide a full back up and building service

 We accept all major credit cards.

Opening times 
9am -7pm

7 DAYS A WEEK 

RC-AEROBATICS THE NEW BEGINNING !!

GBR/CAA Competition Entry Form 2004

Comp. Venue  Date:

Name:

Address:

Telephone No:

BMFA No.

(Pilots must hold a 
BMFA B Certificate )

GBR/CAA No.

Frequencies:

1.

2.

You must specify an 
alternate frequency.
Only ODD frequencies 
are allowed.

Your car details: Reg. No. Make Colour Names of Passengers

Completed entry form, entry fee and a self addressed, 
stamped envelope must be sent to the contest director 
not less than THREE wEEkS prior to the contest 
date.

Cheques should be made payable to the GBR/CAA 
and dated for the date of the competition.

Important Notice to all Competitors and Contest Directors

Pre entry is a requirement of all GBRCAA competitions. If you wish to submit a late entry for a GBRCAA 
competition, contact the CD. If the CD is willing to accept your late entry you will have to pay double 
fees for the competition. If you have pre entered and fail to turn up on the day, no refunds will be given.

Competition Entry Fees - please tick
Sportsman £5
Standard £10
Senior £14
Masters £14
FAI Domestic £16
FAI Centralised £20

CD to return this part to entrant

Your entry for …………………………………………………..………...is accepted/rejected

Your frequency is …………………….
Remarks :

Signed …………………..…………..…….………….CD. Date …………………….

Important note for MOD sites:
You must bring some means of identification (Driving Licence, Passport etc.) on the day.
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900 pipe for 140 2c   £100.90
902 pipe for 160 2c   £110.80
592 Silencer ‘inverted mount’ for YS63   £36.00
593 silencer ‘side mount’ for YS63    £36.00
850 silencer ‘side mount’ for OS 160 FX   £77.88
923 scale muffler ‘side mount’ for YS 120-140 £75.50
924 scale muffler ‘inverted mount’ for YS 120-140 £75.50

Headers 
577 header for YS53-63  £32.50
580 header for YS 91-110 £32.50
796 header for YS 120-140  £32.50
661 header for 660 pipe  £38.90
791 header for 699 pipe £39.90
907 header for OS 160 FX £26.25
915 header for OS 140 RX  £27.81

Miscellaneous 
143 silicone connecter 4c £5.60
158 pipe clamp for 530/674 pipe £4.08
114 pipe clip £3.50
196 pipe mount grommets [4c] £3.08
175 pipe mount grommets [2c] £3.08
186 pipe mount spacers £2.99
162 mounting stays 35mm long £3.60
184 mounting stays 40mm long £3.80
163 mounting stays 48mm long £3.90
167 Teflon coupler 91/140 4c £12.42

Tettra
4425 fuel dots £4.75
4302 fuel ts £4.95
5231 switch bracket £6.95
4033 480cc tank £9.50
4034 500cc tank £9.80

ZN LINE
Al kits come with carbon kevlar fuselage, competition grade balsa flying 
services ie wings, tail, rudder.
Carbon uc, balsa pack etc.

ZN Madness 11 (ARTF)  £220.00
ZN Synergy 90 3D (ARTF)   £379.00
ZN Suxess (F3A /3D) POA
Synergy 140 3D POA
Synergy F3A POA
Supreme POA
Enigma POA
Hyde-away POA
Evolis POA
Alliance POA
Majestic 3D POA

Large Scale
Extra 330 TOC POA
Extra 330 2.5mtr POA

PL PROD
Lazulite POA
Partner POA
Fiesta 3D POA
Flash Dance 3D POA
Cyclone 3D POA
Smaragd  POA

Large Scale
Extra 330 TOC  POA

Hatori
530 pipe for 48-70 4c   £55.50
692 pipe for 90-140 4c   £106.00
660 cooling pipe for 90-110 4c    (NEW)    £100.50
698 pipe for 120-140 4c    £112.50
699 cooling pipe for 140-160 4c  (NEW)  £109.50
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Super light weight pilots POA

APC props
14x10 £11.50
14x12 £11.50
14x13n £11.50
14x4w 3D £11.50
15x10 £11.50
15x11 £11.50
15x12 £11.50
15x12w £11.50
15x13 £11.50
15x13n £11.50
15x14n £11.50
15.5x12 £11.50
15.5x13 £11.50
16x10 £11.50
16x11 £11.50
16x12 £11.50
17x10n  £14.90

Manford Greaves
Manford greaves pipe for YS 140/160 £79.50

Dubro
Tygon petrol fuel tube £3.60mtr
Pull-pull system 3-16 £6.60
Pull-pull system 4-40 £6.60
Heavy duty control arms [JR] £15.50
Heavy duty control arms [FUTABA] £15.50

YS Engines
Ys 63s £229.00
Ys 110 £295.00
Ys 140fz £350.00
Ys 140l £365.00

4035 580cc tank £12.90
2007 angled clevis £4.95
2011 metal pin clevis £3.95
2302 ball link £3.50
3604 needle valve extension £5.56
3905 ys air filter [red] £11.50
3906 ys air filter [blue] £11.50

CFE
Air filter for ys 140 £15.50
Nose ring [pre-drilled] YS 140 £10.50

Nose ring [pre-drilled] OS 140 £12.50

ZN Line
Poyet mount YS 140/160 £159.00
Titanium prop nut adapter [blue] £33.57
13mm alloy horns [red] £12.00
20mm alloy horns [red] £12.00
26mm alloy horns [red] £12.00
76mm alloy spinner [light back plate] £42.90
82mm alloy spinner [light back plate] £42.90
82mm alloy spinner for synergy £42.90
Carbon spinner 4.5” £72.21
Carbon spinner 5” £82.15
Carbon spinner 6” £95.78
Carbon fixed gear +wheel pants £89.90
Carbon/nomex tank/servo tray £47.90

Asano
600mm carbon pipe for YS91/110 £125.00
630mm carbon pipe for YS140 £147.50
730mm carbon pipe for YS 140 £153.00
970mm carbon pipe for YS 140 £167.00
Direct joint manifold for YS 91/110 £91.50
Direct joint manifold for YS 140/160 £91.50
Carbon tail pipe extension £23.50
Carbon tail dispenser unit £35.00
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Beam soft mount for YS 91-110 £19.90
50mm light wheels £7.90
55mm light wheels £9.20
Tail wheel ass £16.50
Remote glow ass £12.00
Gear linkage £9.90
Hand fuel pump [glow] £18.42
450cc tank £4.90
520cc tank £7.25
545cc tank £7.25
Smoke pump £69.90 

Hyde mounts
Hyde mount for YS63 £64.90
Hyde mount for YS91/110 £81.90
Hyde mount for YS140/160 £118.00
Hyde A R A I for YS 140/160 £149.90

Hacker electric
Hacker C50-13 XL acro 6.7:1 £POA
Hacker master 90-0-acro controller £POA
Hacker master prog box £POA

NEW    NEW    NEW     NEW       NEW         NEW

ZN line synergy 140 3D all composite available in five colours
First models ready mid September  order now !
ZN line OXALYS new model of CPLR. Available with two piece
Wing or one piece wing. Kit will be in stock mid july.
Order now !

Ys 140dz £395.00 
Coming soon [first week in july]
Ys 160dz £449.00

MK
Mk synergy kit for ys63 £195.00
Mk alliance kit for ys 63 £190.00
Hand fuel pump [petrol] £15.60
3mm BB end [horn] £6.95
3mm BB end [servo] £6.75
3mm aileron rods 80-90mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 100-110mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 120-130mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 140-150mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 160-170mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 110-120mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 130-140mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 100-110mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 110-120mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 120-130mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 130-140mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 140-150mm £5.90
Dual elevator crank [small] £23.40
Dual elevater crank [large] £23.40
2.5mm BB end [horn] £6.90
2.5mm BB end [servo] £6.85
2.5mm ball link £3.95
Control horn [large black base] small £5.50
Control horn [large black base] med £5.50
Alloy horn small £3.90
Alloy horn med £3.90
Alloy horn large £3.90
Pipe band 30mm £6.00
Pipe band 35mm £6.10
Pipe band 40mm £6.20
Pipe band 50mm £6.30
Magic box fixing £24.60
Manifold support for 4c £24.60
Beam soft mount for YS 120-140 £31.90
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We are delighted to introduce this exclusive range of 
clothing to commemorate our 25th anniversary.

The jacket, fleece and polo shirts are embroidered with 
the GBRCAA logo on the front and 25 years logo on 
the sleeve.  The baseball cap and woolly hat have the 
GBRCAA logo embroidery only.  

Prices shown include VAT & P&P.  Any profit made will 
go to the association.

Please send your orders, stating size & colour, with 
a cheque made out to GBRCAA to:
Adrian Harrison, 6 Brendan Close, Coleshill, Bir-
mingham, Warwickshire, B46 �EF.  
Tel: 0�675 462672  
Email: public-relations@gbrcaa.org

New
Your name 

embroidered onto 
the garment.

Please add £1.50 Jacket - £29.50
S,M,L,XL,XXL

Fleece - £24.50
S,M,L,XL,XXL

Polo Shirts - £16.50
Royal, White, Navy & Red

S,M,L,XL,XXL

Baseball Cap - £10.00

Woolly Hat - £8.50


